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The Fusion Center Leaders Program (FCLP) at the Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and
Security marked its 10th iteration November 17-21 with 29 students.
The program boasts almost 300 alumni since its inception in 2010. FCLP brings leaders from around the country to
the NPS campus in Monterey, California, to collaborate on how to enhance management capabilities across the
national network of fusion centers and enable smart practices in information sharing and leadership.
State and major urban area fusion centers serve as focal points within the state and local environment for the
receipt, analysis, gathering, and sharing of threat-related information between the federal government and state,
local, tribal, territorial (SLTT) and private sector partners, according to the Department of Homeland Security
website.
“With each FCLP we see an increasing level of awareness and sophistication among the fusion center leaders,”
said Robert Simeral, Naval Postgraduate School faculty member and FCLP director.  “They are very aware about
the importance of establishing a future trajectory for the national network of fusion centers. Our guest speakers,
many who are renowned national security experts, say the same:  this program develops head and shoulders
leaders who are making a difference in homeland security intelligence and information sharing.”
FCLP topics cover the practices and policies surrounding fusion center operations and address the Intelligence
Process, such as standard intelligence collection requirements, analysis and dissemination, as well as the protection
civil liberties and privacy.
“I was particularly grateful to hear discussions on the criminal Intelligence enterprise, which focuses both on
increased intelligence sharing between fusion centers and encourages a unified approach in operating under a
national network of fusion centers,” said Jonathan Ford, FBI Supervisory Intelligence Analyst the Little Rock,
Arkansas, Field Office.  “As fusion centers conduct individual assessments of threats within their areas of
responsibility using a common language developed by the network, the national network of fusion centers will be
better equipped to provide an enhanced national picture of the threats faced by state and local partners.”
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The course discussion among the students proved beneficial, said Al Ponenti, Director of the New Jersey Regional
Operations Intelligence Center and a NPS CHDS master’s degree alumnus.
“Various perspectives and issues that evolve within the fusion center domain such as the intelligence cycle,
production processes, information sharing and privacy and civil liberties were presented by practitioners and
academia alike,” Ponenti said. “As a fusion center director this program has given me a unique look at the threat
landscape and how fusion centers can improve integration with various disciplines residing within the homeland
security arena.”
As with past sessions, Mike German presented on the topic of privacy and civil liberties. German works at the
Brennan Center for Justice at New York University Law School and is a former lawyer with the American Civil
Liberties Union as well as a former FBI agent.
German urged fusion center leaders to establish clear policies and ensure those guidelines are followed as well as
conducting analysis to ensure practices are effective.  He further urged leaders to base policies on empirical
research rather than on race or religion.
“There is empirical-based research being conducted and the law enforcement and intelligence communities should
rely on that rather than common wisdom,” German said. “If the activities they are using undermine public confidence,
they are doing more harm than good.”
Speakers’ expertise and balanced discussions on civil liberties and security were beneficial, while other class
sessions addressed the fundamentals of fusion center operation, said Brian Moran, Virginia Secretary of Public
Safety and Homeland Security. Moran added that he especially enjoyed the balancing of civil rights and security.
“The program was essential to my understanding of fusion center operations,” Moran said. “The course provided the
necessary information and analysis critical to the performance of my responsibilities.”
Steve Bennett of the FBI Terrorism Screening Center found discussions on civil liberties and security helpful.
“He (German) had a legitimate argument as to why he believed money could be spent better and citizens could be
better protected if government resources were applied differently,” Bennett noted.
Bennett also commended discussions on utilizing risk management, especially a session led by the renowned risk
expert Gordon Graham.
“Gordon Graham kept everyone’s interest and provided information concerning risk awareness and mitigation, which
will cause us to re-look at how we manage resources,” Bennett noted.
Deputy Director of the Southeast Florida Fusion Deputy Director Janna Bollinger-Heller agreed, noting that
Graham’s presentation changed her perception of the scope of risk management.
“Mr. Graham gave a broad perspective about statistics and risk management and hit a home run with the
expression, predictability equals preventability,’” she said. “He gave example after example of how we often
recognize issues that we will later have to face when they become worse. Mr. Graham did an excellent job applying
risk management to domestic security – as far as operations, strategies, and information sharing. He also made it a
point to show that ‘every day should be a training day,’ and ‘there’s always a better way.’”
Bollinger-Heller said the value of the FCLP was exceptional as it is an educational, rather than training program.
“Almost every class I’ve taken in the past, whether it was law enforcement or management or intelligence, the point
was always ‘best practices,” she noted. “Those classes usually taught you how you should do something and why. 
This program, instead, was almost completely critical thinking.  It was divided by subject matter experts in different
fields of study, but each session encouraged discussions by the class participants, causing each student to analyze
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the way their own fusion center was operating and how it could be improved.”
California Highway Patrol Chief Scott Silsbee of the California State Threat Assessment Center said learning of the
history and evolution of fusion centers, along with their future potential, benefitted him. New to the fusion center job,
Silsbee said the ability to network with other leaders was as helpful as course content.
“The most valuable application will be the relationships with other subject matter experts across the country,”
Silsbee said. “The breadth of knowledge and experience that surrounded me in that room gave me an incredible
networking resource that I have already utilized to improve our operation.”
Joshua Verbutt, Division Chief with the Naval Criminal Investigations Service Multiple Threat Alert Center, said
discussions on leveraging local law enforcement partners and the need for national intelligence centers to publish
Unclassified For Official Use Only level for broadcast dissemination were among his takeaways for the program.
“The reality is that combating domestic terrorism should occur at the grassroots level and presentations showed that
it can work and be effective identifying actual threats,” Verbutt said.
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